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A Great & Continuous Malignity - Book 3Do circles ever get squared?In Fortuna’s Bastard Matt
Feargal was forced to confront a devastating family history. His inability to do so, decisively, led
directly to the fall-out of End Times Inc. During the road-trip across the Americas, that was End
Times, Matt searched for any rumour of his family lost to his father’s megalomania.Matt began
to understand it wasn’t simply his family that was at risk, but the world itself. The choices he
made, the actions he took, and the hope he refused to surrender have led to this final and
desperate race across North America. Taking a new view of the Apocalypse and its culture,
Matt, China Bob, and the Cinn are forced to fight for their own beliefs about what the world is
and to whom it belongs.In a final attempt to rescue his family and save their world Apocalypse
Culture takes Matt from Mexico to the Michigan peninsula, and a final confrontation in a secret
cavern in southern California.A Great & Continuous Malignity TrilogyBook 1: Fortuna’s
BastardBook 2: End Times Inc.Book 3: Apocalypse Culture
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beyond a wall; sounds which could not, exactly, render themselves into meaningful units. Over
and again, these rose and fell. Empires of signification that formed and dissolved—brought into
being through the explosive confrontation of epistemological plates. Because irregular the
repetition was tedious; because he was unable to determine what was being said paranoia
filtered the informational gaps with jarring narratives. Anxiety, fear, anger, and rage grew from
the unknown. Something was wrong—with him; with what was out there; with a project which
remained unfinished or had deviated from mission parameters. Then the voices returned,
muffled beyond the razored edge of understanding, and he strained to hear.“It,” vague, as
though spoken through cotton wadding, “doesn’t matter.” Matt recognised the
voice.“Leonor?”“Yes, papa.”“I’m sorry, poppet—I should have known Halton would have been
there.”“You stopped grandfather—that’s what matters.”“Halton and Roberto stopped him.”“Not
their intention—you created a distraction that allowed them to end this the only way it could
have.”“But you are dead.”“If grandfather had finished I would be more than dead, and the world
as well.”“I know, but—I will not be able to forgive myself. My job was to protect you and your
mother.”“Papa, there is no way you could have protected us against the crazy...”“Yes, you can’t
fight crazy.” There was no reply, but he sensed a smile.“You know where you are?”“Where? No,
but I know who has me.”“You’re going to need to get away—eventually grandfather will kill
you.”“How long has he had me?”“Papa, I’m dead.”“They don’t have clocks where you are?
Where are you, by the way?”“Let’s not do that—more important things for now. You need to get
away from grandfather as soon as you may. First, you must wake up.”“Baby, I don’t want to
leave you again.”“I know papa, I love you too. But wake up!” An electric jar tore through him.
What had been a distant memory—his body—turned a leaden weight.The pain—not arch but a
low throbbing—was the first thing; following this was the weakness down both arms and legs.
The head was an immoveable object, no longer fully his own. But the ears worked. At first,
there were the monitors; the scurry of feet, subdued voices, and doors swinging open and
closed. Following the initial confusion came the pokes, the prods, the bright, painful light—
questions he could hear but not answer followed. When, in time, he attempted to speak his
mouth was glued. A straw parted this and he sucked on ice water. His throat was raw and
unused to the strain being put upon it, but this eventually yielded a painful squeak of
acknowledgement to questions, he came to realise, designed to test brain function. This meant



something had gone very wrong; there was more than simple concern over a leg and shoulder
wound. Eventually his interrogators were satisfied and he was allowed to rest again. Rest, for
now, meant a deep and dreamless sleep.***L’acte deux.Still must be Canadian. Still must be
something—Archaic?Occasionally, when he woke with no one around, Matt would take
inventory of his body, health, mind, and, more often than not, his sense of self. Who was he?
For longer than any, save China, would have found seemly. The memories were there but the
sensibility appeared skewed—a car’s frame after an accident. Nothing specifically wrong,
nonetheless it never does drive the same again. Was this what had happened? In the days that
followed from his initial break into consciousness, Feargal had spent what time he was self-
aware to consider what had changed in him. He felt hollowed out, but was certain this had
more to do with Leonor than anything else. Though still alive in the beyond, whatever she was
beyond, the child was not here—nor would she ever again be. This as far as Matt could tell.So,
yes, broken, but without the rage he should have. Leonor had taken that from him when she
made herself known. There was more to this than a simple handshake. Behind the relief to his
conscience was the warning. You need to get away from grandfather as soon as you may.And
the infirmary door swung open again. “Hello, son.”“Zakara.”“I’m glad to see you’re feeling
better.”“I am?”“I’ve been many times to see you—you were much worse thanks to your Meta
friends and those damn Blackhawks.”“What did they do?”“Nothing we could not put to
rights.”He wasn’t going to get anything more specific from Botrous. This was his father gloating
over the fact that he had his son and could do about anything he wished to. “How long?”“Were
you out?”“Yes.”“Almost four months or thereabouts; I’ve not been around as much as I’d have
liked, however. They,” gesturing toward the Meta-doctors and technicians, “had induced a
medical coma to give your body time to recover.” What that really meant he’d no idea of, but as
always with Zakara, there were wheels within wheels and the Ezekielean’s malignant esprit
meant there was something nasty coming for him. “You sometimes spoke in your dreams,
though—once you’d been removed from the coma and allowed to float back to consciousness.”
That was an unnecessarily comprehensive response to an unasked question. But it did not
answer much.“I hardly believe that would have been possible—given my state when I first
came around.”“But you were—in the beginning. Once you had sunk into a near coma-like sleep
these dreams seemed to vanish. There was some concern that you were not going to
approach consciousness again—but I’d faith in you son. The only sonofabitch on this planet as
difficult as I.” Matt had to smile at that, though his lips leaked blood at the effort—it was true
and probably one of the few reasons the planet continued to hold so many Archaics as it did;
when he’d gone to sleep, at least.“Don’t you experience any sense of loss?”“Loss?” Zakara
seemed genuinely confused at the questioned. “You mean the child?” Matt nodded. “We did not
kill her.”“You are splitting that hair mighty thin.”“True enough, if Edwards had not I would have,
but her life and essence would have gone for the greater good.”“Of the Cinn. Most of your own
people deserted once they learned what you were up to. How did that happen?”“One of the
Guard overheard me explaining the process and end-goal to your mother. My own
foolishness.”“So, they’re not all as committed as you might think.”“Apparently not, but that is no
longer important. This will not be won as a battle of attrition—this requires but a single
act.”“That act has been rendered moot.”“For the moment.” The answer was fisheye flat, but
there was much more behind the response than Zakara wanted to share. Matt supposed he
knew what this was.“You must,” attempting, Matt thought, to slip from the family drama,
“understand, the world has been irrevocably altered since you were removed from the
equation.”“Going to be sorry...” Matt stopped when the last sentence had sunk in, “In what
way?” Pulling up a chair to his bedside Botrous sat. The light from the morning sun poured



through the window and onto the left side of his father’s face. The effect on this was startling.
Before this Matt had not paid the face, or body, much attention. To be sure, his father’s face had
appeared lined, almost haggard and the body moved with care. In the light, however, the
alteration gave the younger pause.There was something not simply sallow but a parchment
jaundice about the skin, which spoke to a series of disorders. More likely, the possession had
been shutting key organs down. Accompanying the colour was a skin, which was almost
translucent. Veins and arteries were clearly visible but also bone, which very nearly protruded
from beneath the wax paper tissue. Bags, blue-black about the edges hung beneath Botrous’s
eyes—which themselves were veined and unnaturally yellowed. The face was deeply lined
about the mouth and forehead. These were less creases than ravines. It wasn’t just the face.
His body seemed to be absent any reasonable amount of fat and musculature, so his long
jacket, shirt, and pants hung loose and baggy about the structure. Zakara’s hair had thinned on
top and about the crown, and the streaks of grey had become wide swathes cannibalising what
raven pockets remained.Matt was tempted to make an observation about his father’s condition
but this would only put him on the defensive and he needed to know what the elder knew—
making him comfortable appeared the best of all choices. “The world has been devastated by a
war between the Archaics, Metas, and us.” Feargal supposed the last meant the H+ and
Transhumanists.“What does devastated mean?”“Large swathes of the planet have been
rendered problematic.”“Again—what does that mean?”“Both Archaics and Metas have modified
existing munitions with meta-tech and the outcome has been problematic. That means large
parts of some areas have become uncertain. Apologies, but making it clearer is not possible.
Here’s a cliché for you—call it the improbability effect.“Uninhabitable?”“Not strictly speaking,
but you never know what the effect of living in such areas will do to you.”“Like Toronto?” Zakara
thought a moment, as if he were thinking back.“Yes, but on a grander scale.”“North
America?”“Mostly intact.”“Eurasia?”“Parts of China, Southeast Asia, Northern India, Arabia,
and Persia are lost causes, and Africa as well. Australia and New Zealand are mostly
untouched—isolation and irrelevance has its perks.” Matt nodded, but was only half listening
after North America.“Where are we?”“Safe.” Not more would be coming, so Feargal moved
on.“What do you want of me?”“The damage to the world needs repairing and political stability
must be returned, therefore...”“You still want to bring back the Cinn?” Zakara nodded. “That’s
getting a little old; besides Leonor is gone and I’ve no more children.”“We’re going to break
Halton’s Lock.” What Edwards had done to him back in Dilmun was still obsessing Shaitan, but
from the look of him it seemed unlikely he’d be having any more children.“No.”“The world is in a
bad way.”“If you bring back the Cinn it will be dead—my world at least.”“Your world wants to kill
you, as they wanted this for Leonor.”“To protect themselves from you.”“This is going to happen
whatever you say—or do. Best to accept your situation and, more importantly, the world’s.”“Your
version of these—doubt you want me dead.”“Don’t be too sure of that.”“No—if you’d wanted me
dead I would be. Given, also, you want my genetic material, once you’ve unlocked this, and you
do not seem to be able to make any more children, then my life is safe—for the moment.”
Botrous glanced up at the window; then down at his hands.“We,” Shaitan began after a
moment of examining the withered backs of his hands, “are going to force the issue if need
be.”“Then why ask?”“Your participation, if not exactly required, would be useful.” Uncertain what
this meant, Matt let it slide.“Even if you unlocked me—which seems unlikely—or gathered
enough of my material to produce a new child there’d be, at least, another six year wait before
you could deploy them.” No response. “You cannot wait that long, can you?”“It would be better if
we did not have to—the damage to the biosphere may be irreparable.”“Then let it go—
disappear, go back to where you came from—because the Archaics will not give it up and, if



pressed, they may be forced to use their nuclear, biological, or chemical stockpiles.”“There’s
been some use of chemical and the threat of biological—which is why we’re here.” Matt should
have offered him something—yea or nay—but couldn’t bring himself to so he sat there staring
at his father. Less, though, than father but more than the pillar of flame he’d seen back in the
Dilmun emergency room. “Then you will not aid me in bringing the suffering to an end?”
Feargal, unable to speak, shook his head.Zakara, leaning forward in the chair, gnarled hands
on the armrests, continued—though their vigour was visibly ebbing. It was as if a form were
being observed without the content. “With our absence,” Matt supposed he meant the Cinn, the
Red Cinn most likely because he’d not heard from the others, “the conflict will only
increase.”“Many of the Metas I have known are neither followers of you, nor isolationists. Most
are what I’ve been calling integrationists.”“That has been changing—what with the war and
repression of the Meta communities, more of these traitors are coming around to our way of
thinking.”“So, becoming, at best, serfs to the Cinn dynasty is something they would enjoy.”“It
wouldn’t be like that.”“Then explain why so many deserted during the ceremony?”“They
misunderstood what was said.”“Or understood too clearly. No matter the spin you put on it the
Twitterverse and social media will have spread the message far and wide by now. No matter
what, you won’t be able to win them back—the impression of betrayal in this world is as good
as a betrayal.”“But they are coming back.”“Dribs and drabs, perhaps. In the end you will lose
even those.”“You think?”“Experience with you assures this.”Not much rebuttal seemed possible.
“Then life on this planet will end.”“Please.” The moan from Feargal was dismissive—after all,
when hasn’t someone, somewhere been arguing for just this.“You’ve been out of it long enough
that you shouldn’t take such a position.”“I’ve heard you mention problematic parts of the world,
but nothing that is uninhabitable.”“You’d not wish to inhabit these regions whether Meta or
Archaic—again the improbability factor can play merry hell with bio-identities.”“Are we talking
Grimm strange?”“What?”“Those abortions from the town which the Thins deposited in the
forest at the end of the valley.”“Grimm?”“Or Grimms.”“After a fashion, but there’s no telling what
they may become within these areas—the lack of intention or control is the issue we’re dealing
with.”“It will only be a matter of time before someone develops a technology to clean these
areas up.”“This is unlike any spill your people have dealt with.”“Nonetheless, we are wicked
clever when our backs are to the wall.”“Ignoring the facts will not make them go away—nor is
reasoned fear an explanation of what is and will yet happen.”“This is getting us
nowhere.”“There was somewhere you thought it possible to lead me?” Zakara looked down at
his hands, picking at a nail. The nail plate popped off, falling to the floor with a vague clitter of
sound as it struck the linoleum. Matt looked at this a moment then back to his father. “You’ve
not much time left.”“Even the Archaics are turning on one another in eastern and western
Asia.”“What do you expect of Eurasians—it’s always been that way over there.” Matt wasn’t
happy with the xenophobia, but he was more than half-right—if his reading of history was
correct. There had not, however, been much time for reading over the past five years, still—the
experience of those years suggested this.“What of North America—they’re still whole?”
Looking up from the nail, which he’d retrieved from beside his foot Zakara nodded, placing this
in his jacket pocket. Feargal wondered if he were going to have this reattached or examined for
cause.“The central governments are holding, yet there are multiple regional conflicts in Canada
and the US. Both, but especially the Americans, are busy protecting their southern border and
coastlines so there isn’t much personnel and materiel left over for internecine conflicts that
have sprung up all over, but especially those areas bordering national parks and mountain
ranges.“No government at all?”“Local government supported by a variety of militias.”“Have they
created their own polities?”“No, all maintain a connection to the centralised governments, but



communication with these is spotty.”“Then the internet is collapsing?”“Not precisely, but it is no
longer a ubiquitous tool in North America—in the most damaged areas of the world it has
collapse, but otherwise it still intact about Eurasia.”“What else is going on?” Feargal supposed
that as long as Zakara was in a giving mood he might try to find out as much as possible.“A
wave of new hybrid tech is emerging, but I think everyone expected that.”“Such as?”“Medical
technologies were the first, after munitions, and then the sciences in general—physics and
mathematics most especially. Following from these the economies began to shift to take
advantage of the new markets with the Metas. Creative Destruction has taken on a whole new
meaning.” Matt nodded—this had to have been the case.“Even with your biomaterial it will take
some time to bring back the Cinn and repair the damage.”“What are you saying?”“We’ve been
through this already, but I need to make the point, which you seem to be obsessed with
denying.”“Which is?”“The world you grew up in is gone. No matter what follows—most of which
will not be predictable—what you’ve known, or thought you’ve known, is finished.”“You believe
what I am fighting for is the past?”“Isn’t it?”“I’ve made this point over and again, but you do not
seem prepared to hear me—or anyone else for that matter.” Zakara leaned his head back and
looked down his nose at his son. Matt had seen this often enough with Jonah, but the Meta
was dead and Zakara’s nose was much thicker than Salt’s severe aquiline. The affect was as
pastiche and suggest an almost Cro-Magnon low comedy—Falstaffian in posture. Yet Botrous
was no jolly fat man—debauched perhaps, but beyond that it was all Iago or Shylock. Where
Salt could laugh, drink, and love—even if poorly—Botrous was a poisonous grab bag of fear,
anger, bitterness, and misanthropic self-loathing. Had he always been this way, or had the
personality been swallowed by Shaitan? There was no clear answer, but to seek out Shaitan
and willingly invite it in—if the myths were to be believed—would suggest a malignancy of
character.“So,” down his nose, “what is your point?” No matter what Matt offered it would not be
heard, or accepted.“I’ve no fond memories,” with a heavy, theatrical, sigh, “of the time before—
Shea made certain of that. Your abandonment of her did not help.”“That had not been
intentional. The Dragoste were shaving my ass—even back then. If I’d stayed they’d have killed
your mother for certain, and I was unsure of my resistance to either their weapons or magic.
But I came back when I could.”“Shea, however, had been irreparably damaged by then, and
when you transformed her the rage, fear, and confusion were cubed.” There was nothing
Zakara could have said to that—it was true. Possibly all of the subsequent failures of the Cinn
agenda could be traced back to this act—as far as Feargal was concerned—of cowardice. Yet,
that the Cinn were capable of this primal emotion was heartening.“Whatever the case,” Matt
continued in the same emotively wasted voice, “your absence created a vacuum. Into this was
poured mom’s rage and I was raised upon this.” He wanted to bolt, but knew he not get beyond
the end of the bed if that; beyond that he didn’t think he’d the energy to pull himself out of bed
let alone dash across the room and out of the building—wherever that was. “So, as before, I’ve
no interest in saving the world as it was, but I am committed to saving the world for Archaic and
Meta alike—even the Grimms if they can behave.”“I cannot have children.” It wasn’t as if this
had not been spoken of before, but in the tone of the voice the crisis was brought home to
Matt.“Then all you have is the unlikely chance of unlocking my DNA or making another child
from my genetic matter—perhaps even cloning me.”Zakara shook his head. “Cloning tech won’t
work, but we’re not certain why.”“You tried?”“When we had you up in Lawrence we got a tissue
sample and attempted it shortly after. Didn’t work.” There was both bewilderment and
desperation in the voice—if this could be trusted, and Matt wasn’t prepared to do this.“So,
you’ll need a new child. I suppose you’ve already taken the semen?” Zakara nodded. “Then
why the conversation?”“We have done all we could to break the lock when you were in coma.”



It seemed, for a moment, that Botrous had been about to say something else but had settled
on coma. “We now need your help—we need you conscious for this. If you will answer some
basic questions this will be easy—however, persisting in rejecting our questions will result in us
needing to do biopsies and such. I’m not clear on what will need to be done but it will be
invasive.”“Torture.” Zakara shrugged and appeared almost sorry, but Matt wasn’t buying
that.“Torture then.” Zakara stood, with some difficulty—as though his knees were rheumatoid.
“We need to unlock you to be certain the DNA is of the highest quality. This was not pursued
before because we did not have secure access to you—but that has changed.”“Yes, but aren’t
the Archaics looking for you?” A smile opened the death’s head.“They believe I am dead and
gone. Most of the bodies at the canyon were destroyed. Some few have reservations, but the
politicos won out and though some are still looking, most have moved on.”“Neruda and Salt are
really dead?” Zakara nodded. “No one of any substance is looking for me?”“Not that we are
aware.”“Well, dad—looks like we’re going to have some fun together.”“It,” same mock sorrow,
“would appear so. Are you certain there isn’t something I might say to persuade you?”“There is
nothing I will do to help you bring the Cinn back. After all, China is still out there, and last I
knew free.”“Free yes, but in hiding. Everyone is looking for her—mostly to kill or dissect the
woman.”“She’s alive and free—suppose that will have to be enough. Yet, I would be careful
father—you killed her daughter. She’ll be wanting compensation.”“I know I said that cloning you
was not possible. As things stand for the moment this remains the case. However, once you are
unlocked there is speculation cloning may become possible—but there is no way to be certain.
So...”“You will try again if you decode me.”“Yes. Failing this, our plan is to make a few offspring
with some of our most trusted females and when they are of age, five or six should be
sufficient, we shall attempt the conversion again.”“Same place.”“We hold Mexico now and the
Americans are too concerned with holding onto what they have to attempt to retake it—
especially believing you are dead.” There was a malevolent smile accompanying this. Botrous,
having failed to sway his son, was showing through again.“Pop, you won’t succeed—you have
to see this?”“I see that I still have a few more chances—even if Zakara doesn’t survive I’ve
people here that will follow through with the plan.”“You’ll be lucky to see your way clear to
another three months,” Matt was extemporising, “what with your condition.”“R&D is working on
that—but as I said, it does not matter if this body fails to make it. With a little help and the
children my presence isn’t, strictly, required.” There seemed little point and further discussion.If
Zakara had been in better shape; if the guards had been closer; if others had expected Feargal
had been capable it never would have happened.As it was, Matt flew in a clumsy, shambling
spring out of the bed and landed on Botrous. Both tumbled to the floor—the younger
pummelling his father with arms which felt more dead weight than weapons. What was
surprising was just how frail the old man felt when compared to their last encounter by the
Dilmun spring all those years ago. The skin felt as though tissue paper, if with more give, and
the bones protruded at sharp angles. Even these did not seem firmly in place, and there was a
series of clicking shuffles of the endoskeleton between the weakened grasp of his hands.
Twisting over and beneath one another Matt was certain he could not only hear the rapid—
almost desperate—beat of the elder’s heart but its irregularity and unwholesome
confusion.Attempting to bite at Botrous, he kept twisting and snaking beneath his son, now one
way and then another, so that it was difficult, in his weakened condition, to firmly pin
Zakara.Then they were being pulled apart with little effort by the guards that had navigated
their way across the room in what seemed a lazy amount of time. Yet Matt wasn’t fully aware or
conscious of his surroundings, so that what seemed an unreasonable amount of time could
have been the beat of a heart—even Botrous’s savaged, ruined, and frightened organ.



Screaming as they pulled him off Feargal lashed out toward the elder with his legs, but these
felt as though trapped in mud. Suddenly the pair had been parted and Matt had been tossed
back on the bed with three guards between him and Zakara. Flopping, twisting, and trying to
rise Matt eventually surrendered the leaden weight of his body and lay back—panting.Helped
to his feet, unsteadily, Zakara—holding the shoulder of one of the larger guards—looked at his
son with almost pity in his eyes. “There is no longer any point in struggling.” Matt turned to his
father; if the look wasn’t baleful, it was akin to this. “There is no one left to come for you that
has the power to do so. Salt and Neruda are gone; China is in hiding; the Sansa are without
leadership and fragmenting; the Dragoste and Ajutor are in the middle of a vicious leadership
internecine. The major governments have convinced themselves either you are dead or in
hiding. With the last we have encouraged them. You are far away from any power base which
might wish to help you, and by far most in this world would like to see you end.”There was, in
the tone, a level of triumphalism that was almost justified. If Zakara were right—he might just be
—but there was no way that Matt was prepared to believe him. The years on the run and
searching for his father had taught him to be suspicious and to keep, as far as possible, his
thoughts to himself. Adjusting himself on the bed, clumsily, Matt rose on an elbow and looked
to his father. “If,” he panted, out of breath, “this were all so easy than why hasn’t it happened
while I was unconscious? You’ve said it yourself,” quickly so as not to be interrupted, “you now
need my help to crack Halton’s lock. Why should I help you if I am damned? Why should I help
you destroy the world when China and my friends are still out there?”“Your woman is on the
run and we’ve agents everywhere. She will be found. As to your friends—who are these?”“Not
the ones you may suppose, but they are out there and I do care what happens to them.
Helping you destroy the species and enslave the Metahumans is not in my interest.”“Pain
is?”“No matter what, that is coming.” His father seemed to want more, but this was all he
got.“Take him to the holding cell.” Before Feargal could react one of the guards turned and
struck him hard.Painful to the touch, the knot on the side of his head was thick and rounded,
gently, at its peak. Still with his eyes closed, Matt lowered his hand and his forearm was jabbed
by something sharp, but yielding. Rolling over the same yielding pokes and prods filled his
back and legs. Reaching down, slowly so as not to disturb the throb in his head he noticed he
was not wearing a shirt, or a gown—he was naked. This realisation had him gingerly lift his
head and look himself over. Yes, he was naked and lying in a pile of straw. For the first time he
became aware of how wasted he appeared. The muscles in his arms and legs were not simply
weakened, but appeared atrophied.Rolling, slowly, over he pushed up with rubbery arms.
Staring over the room Feargal almost understood what was happening but could not quite get
there. If the town outside of Lawrence resting on the problematic space of the Clinton
Peninsula were a rough draft this was the finished—ideological—position. He was in an animal
holding cage in a zoo hospital. The walls were made of grey ceramic tiles with a white grouting;
they were clean but appeared old—dating, perhaps, from the ‘60s. There was a pair of
swinging doors with frosted, wired glass in the top half of both. The doors were painted a
heavy, thundercloud grey. These appeared to have been painted over many times with an old,
rough roller—the consequent dimpling was heavy. Streaks of wet paint had run down from this
and dried.There were frosted, wired windows on either of the flanking walls above counters
and cupboards from the same time period as the tiles. The counters were covered in beakers,
small machines he’d no idea about, burners, laptops, monitors, and clipboards with curled,
yellowed paper that had not seemed to have been used in a decade or more. These were all
unnerving, but it was the centre of the floor that caught his attention. Two tables were there.
They were large, designed for at least a tiger, perhaps something larger. The tables appeared



to be for surgery, but one had the distinct design, or so Feargal thought, of a vivisection table.
Psychological warfare? Possible, but with Zakara it was difficult to be certain.Both the tables
had been polished, so the chrome gleamed. On these were lain gowns, caps, and gloves. Not
particularly hygienic, but, again, they may simply have been props. Beside the tables were
stands with covered trays on them. Surgical instruments, he supposed. At the end of both
tables were covered waste bins of a plastic forest green. The whole room had the antiseptic
smell of a hospital—Feargal never liked the smell. Matt’s stomach contracted into a queasy
tightness and there was a gurgling flutter in his lower bowels. He needed to void and it would
be a burning, liquid mass—he knew what the sensation presaged. Turning about, hoping they’d
installed a toilet, all he found was a large aluminium bucket against the back wall of the
cage.There was nothing else that would serve, so he supposed this was just one more
attempt, small and insignificant, to break him—or to drive home the point of what he was and
what could be done with and to him. Pushing up, he stood unsteadily, his bowels fluttered again
—with this he broke wind, and a liquid froth of faecal matter ran down his upper right thigh.
Making a note to wipe this down with the straw later, he wobbled to the bucket and squatted
over this, bracing himself with both hands on the rim. In a turbulent liquid stream, punctuated
with long, ragged bouts of flatulence, Matt emptied himself. He’d been right, what had been left
in him from his last meal on the transport down to Monterrey came out mixed with stomach
acid. This lit his sphincter up, and there was nothing to clean himself with but coarse
straw.When finished, he stepped over to the cage’s tap. The water spilt into a gutter below this
and ran off into a drain back against the wall. Wetting his hand, Feargal washed as best he
could, including the muddied thigh, and then dried himself—gently—with the straw. It was
dawning on him how hopeless his situation was. All that remained was humiliation, pain, and
those tables—that seemed to offer only a slow and painful death. Better to finish the job now.
Holding the bars in front of the cage, he slipped down to his knees and stared emptily toward
the door—the tears came again, as they had outside of Jonah’s cabin down by the gypsum
factory.How long he remained against the bar, weeping, and heaving in desperate self-pity,
Feargal couldn’t say. With a surrender to this, he lost a sense of self and time. Having,
eventually, exhausted pain he remained against the bars, breathing heavily, and waited. If he
waited too long, however, it would not be inspiration that came but Zakara. He’d have to finish
the job fast. There was a sharp rasp of metal on the nozzle of the tap—it would have to do. As
he grasped the tap and prepared to rake this down his arm, he remembered China. What
would happen to her if he were gone? If she had Leonor she’d survive, but their daughter was
dead. Without either of them, she’d not last much longer. Feargal needed to get back to her—to
do so he’d have to survive this and find a way to escape.***Startled awake by the heavy
sounds of doors and an entourage of voices Matt pushed up against the back of the cell,
covering himself with straw. Not wishing to give in to the degradation, he pushed the straw back
and waited. Then the voices faded, as though they turned from the hallway beyond the
swinging doors. The acoustic shadow left the man wondering how deep he was in the new
R&D building—this, after all, had to be akin to what he left in ruins back on the Clinton
Peninsula, but the man could not be certain. At this time he had other things to occupy his
thoughts.What struck him first, now his mind had cleared and stomach had settled, was the
silence that had only been highlighted by the voices a moment before. He could not recall
hearing any; nor did remember any footsteps or running. Was he the only one here? If they
were concerned about security, secrecy, or escape it would follow that Botrous would want him
tucked away by himself with as few members of his organisation knowing about him as was
possible. From this Matt assumed he’d not be where anyone could get at them—yet still



somewhere near the soft spot of his choice. Mexico? What could he count on with Botrous?
Not much. Which meant this could be Mexico or even the parts of the Arab Peninsula still
habitable.As Feargal considered where his location may be and what would be necessary to
escape, the entourage of voices wound back his way—growing louder. They were coming his
way. With this, there were the heavy footfalls in boots and others that were not recognisable.
Not wishing to receive them on his ass, Feargal stood, dusted off the straw, and leaned against
the side of the cage with his right hand lightly clasping one of the front bars—and waited. The
group was now in the hall outside of the lab—since he was now thinking of himself as a lab rat
Matt supposed there was little logic in avoiding the conclusion to this line of reasoning. With the
last observation the doors swung open and a cadre of traditional Meta guards entered,
followed by a haggard Zakara; a hostile Shea; an indifferent William Essio; a renewed and hot
looking Candice Gattinari—looking better and older than he remembered; medical staff; lab
techs; more guards. In no time, the lab was looking much smaller and feeling much more
dangerous.“You’ve woken.” Zakara’s voice harsh and guttural; from behind him there was a coy
giggle—it had to have been Candice. Shea growled something, but he heard what he thought
to be William’s voice and his mother withdrew into a sullen silence. Was she looking to replace
Hanna already? Three months was not so fast, but still she was supposed to have loved her.
What Matt was taking for love, but Shea had changed so much since her transformation what
she did and did not feel wasn’t something that he could easily determine.“Yes—bit chilly
though.”“Sorry, but you won’t be needing clothing here.” Zakara answered, leaning heavily on
what Matt was thinking of as the vivisection table.“Cute.”“Matt, you’ve had your chance.” The
drollery seemed to be at an end. In the past Botrous would have kept this going for a much
longer time, which further suggested to Matt whatever was coming for his father could not be
far off—therefore he was necessarily pressed for time. If it didn’t matter if Zakara was or was
not to finish this, then why was he concerned about his death? That is, beyond what any
organism is afraid of. No, what was happening here was Botrous trying to close the deal before
the body had to be abandoned.“Finally where you belong.” Shea stepping up heavily with her
tentacles replacing the use of her legs—the legs were still functional, but the pseudopods
appeared stronger and definitely were longer.“Hey, mom. Good to see you too—sorry about
Hannah.” Shea charged the cell bowling over two of the large guards. The external, Matt still
was left queasy by the internal, pseudopods wound about his waist, faster than he could
withdraw, and slammed him into the front bars. Before the woman could draw herself close to
the bars she was stunned by what looked like a large taser. Since he wasn’t grounded Matt
thought it was probably something else—given there was no charge. The woman wasn’t
rendered unconscious but did drop to one knee and the pseudopodia dropped away. Rubbing
the right side of his face, Feargal stepped back from the bars, staring down at his
mother.Laughter, tired and strained, came from Zakara. “You insist upon pissing your mother
off. It isn’t wise. For the moment Shea will be in charge of your care and examination by
medical and R&D staff.”“You,” still rubbing his face, “have got to be joking. I know you want to
make this as unpleasant as possible, but the woman wants to rape me senseless; then kill
me.”“She has instructions that you are not to be harmed—excepting,” pointing back to the lab
coats, “by these people. But if you irritate your mother there is no telling what she may do. So,
keep it civil and this may be less painful.”“Still haven’t figured out mom, or any of your people
for that matter.” Whatever Botrous now was he seemed to be less Zakara than he’d been in the
past. The notion of controlling Shea on any level was ludicrous to Feargal.***The lab caught
the morning sunshine immediately, which meant there was a full eastern exposure. How useful
that would be Feargal didn’t know but it was another piece of information and, for the time



being, all he would be able to do is collect as much data as he could. What to do with this
would come later. So, when the clumping of feet and Shea’s pseudopodia came down the
hallway the man was just finishing up with his now half-full latrine. This time, however, there
was no pain and the mass was semi-solid—slipping out of him smoothly. Perhaps it was the
diet. He had been given something stew-like the night before and although bland, it had not
possessed anything he did not recognise or could not choke down.When the entourage was
about to swing through the door he was washing his backside. Matt’s adjustment to his nudity
had been rapid and without as much drama as, he assumed, the others would wish for. Wiping
himself dry with the straw the doors slammed back and the group was led by Shea, two
guards, and then the lab coats. As he adjusted his straw, making certain to keep the fresh
separated from what he’d used to clean and dry himself, Feargal spoke with his back to the
arrivals. “I’ll be needing some fresh straw soon.”“Should have taken your tongue, or vocals, with
your clothes.” The woman growled from an increasingly basso voice. Hardly seemed anything
left of her Archaic self.“How would you hear me scream if you did that?” Still turned from
her.“The grunts would be adequate.”“Mother’s love is always a thing to be marvelled at, Shea.”
A pseudopod slammed the cage, much harder than he thought wise but she’d never been one
for thought—still, Matt didn’t allow the woman to see his fear. Could she sense it? Shea wasn’t
China and never had seemed to possess any empathic capacity.“Look at me when you speak!”
Turning, Matt squatted down on his haunches, elbows on his knees.“Better?”“You,” voice
lowering and calming, “always were a disappointment.”“Yet, I always managed to get the
mortgage paid when you were on one of your tears.” The fact that he’d gotten this paid over the
last years of their time in Dilmun had never been spoken of between the two of them. In their
years together he’d been happy enough not to, because it would only have complicated an
already problematic relationship. Now, however, as he was about to be psychologically and
physically deconstructed by Zakara and Shea it might just prove to be of some value—or a
costly mistake. Either way there was little enough left to lose. There followed a silence—the
only sounds were those of the lab-coats moving about with carts, opening and closing
cupboards, and setting up machinery. Shea leaned her heavily seamed, garish face close to
the bars, mouth open, and saurian lolling.“That was the least you could have done after ruining
my life.” Matt chuckled, lowering his head into a hand.“Mom, that was Zakara. It was all Zakara
—okay, maybe Neruda via Halton had a go at us too, but mostly it was Zak.”“The Master has
given me these.” Extending the pseudopodia to their full length of almost three metres. “My
strength too.”“Mom,” voice weary with the woman’s stupidity, “you were a lab experiment—or a
sketch, if you prefer.” Shea slammed the cage again with her new legs. They were, of course,
more than this but this was their essential function. Matt didn’t let the expression on his face
change, but inside he was terrified of what he was provoking the woman too.“You have taken
everything from me—future, love, hope, and any chance for a normal life.” She’d a point, if only
indirectly and then blaming another victim, rather than the source of their shared misery.And it
wasn’t Shaitan, not even Zakara. They were both victims of ideology, lust for power, position,
and the worst of the lot, the pursuit of meaning and purpose. What lay behind all of Zakara and
Neruda’s manoeuvrings was this. Even if these existed at 180 degrees from one another, it
didn’t help.Considering how to respond, the same cowled figure entered as when Matt had
been speaking to Zakara. Before they’d remained at the edge of the group, but now they were
carrying a tray of what Matt took to be surgical instruments. Setting the tray on the vivisection
table they removed the cloth covering the contents—needles and a small bottle of some kind of
serum or toxin. If betting had been in Feargal’s nature he would have said the latter and
something particularly nasty, but not yet lethal.Seeing the man’s glance, Shea smiled. “You



may thank Halton for how painful this will be—I know I am now.” There would have been a time
when this mightn’t have been the case, but no more. His mother noticed, also, Matt was staring
at the cowl. “Yes, that’s another warning for those whom wish to challenge the Master. He does
not simply experiment hoping to produce more effective tools to use against the Archaics.
There are those that need punishing. This—or worse—could happen to you.”Shea had only
finished when others, coming in behind the cowl, began to fill the room again. These were
pushing heavy, large, and wobbly carts of monitoring equipment, more surgical equipment,
bandages, gauze, bottles of antiseptic, straps, belts, mouth bits, and paraphernalia that were
beyond Feargal’s experience. Watching this, Shea reached for the cage and with a snick, the
door swung out. Without thinking, he took a step back and the guards were motioned forward.
Even as this was happening, Matt could not take his eyes from the cowl, as it stood motionless
to the right of the door, hands pushed into the broad, long arms of its robe. The style was
almost Benedictine, though the cut could have been drawn from any number of Orders, since
Matt had only seen this referenced in documentaries when he’d been, briefly, drawn to the
history of religion in Europe. That was some few months before things had gone badly in
Dilmun—before Salt, Edwards, China, and Botrous.Yet, the cowl was no Benedictine. What he
was wearing the robe for had something to do with needing to cover up and to inspire anxiety
in others—him specifically. It was working at this point—especially with the rustle of movement
beneath this every now and then which disturbed the folds of the robe. Then there was that the
sense that he was not only being stared at from beneath the hood, but the equally unjustifiable
sense that some was moving in there just within the shadow of the fabric. All in all, the cowl
was by far the most disturbing thing he seen since those things that came out of the forest
back in Zakara’s industrial park—after the drones had blown the place to hell.So, he was being
had carried and half dragged toward the vivisection table and all he could look at and think
about was the cowl and what was waiting for him at the end of this new ritual of Shaitan’s.
Enough of Matt’s strength had come back so that his legs, twisting and pushing against the
floor, made moving him difficult. Eventually the guards picked Matt up and carried him. Other
technicians had removed the cowl’s tray and surgical tools so now it was only bare metal. Of all
the random images and ideas, which flew through Feargal’s mind at this moment, what the
metal was remained uppermost. As he was slammed down on the table, the nature of the
gleaming, buffed surface was erased by the unnerving cold. The first strangled cry of shock
and fear escaped here and in the world beyond Matt could hear the laughter of Shea.Then
there was a pseudopod on his chest its gripping mechanism pinching—hard—into his flesh.
This slammed Matt back down as Shea stepped into view, that same preternatural, leering grin
he’d seen back in the town on the Clinton Peninsula. “Struggling won’t help.” Still holding him
down as the techs strapped his arms, legs, chest, and hips to the table, the woman reached
forward and cupped his scrotum—giving it a playful squeeze and allowing her taloned
fingernails to press gently into the flesh. Matt yelped in alarm and attempted to twist away. The
harness he was strapped beneath didn’t offer much movement but there was some. In
response, Shea pulled him back by the sack. “Tighten the hip belt; there still too much play in
it.” The techs, without glancing at he or Shea, did as they were told.On the face of the Meta
tech there was an anxiety verging on a disquieting fear. For a brief moment a realisation
occurred, before Feargal was drawn back down into his own panic, that they were afraid of her
as well. Then there was a hard prick in his right arm. Turning to this Matt lost his bladder over
Shea’s hand as it continued to roughly grasp the scrotum. With a cursing screeched she
released him, and slapped her son hard across the face. With a wobble, the man’s visual field
flickered; then realigned. “Filthy, verminous human.” There was that Ferengi. Wiping the hand



off on his face the Meta slammed his head back hard onto the table just as the fire was
beginning to crawl through his nervous system.Writhing beneath an agonising onslaught, he
bucked and thrashed as best he could. Even as this was occurring, the techs worked retrieving
tissue and blood samples. From some distance, there was a discussion, between the med
staff, about whether or not they would yet require spinal fluid. For the moment, they decided to
forego this for fear of breaking the needle due to the patient’s animate condition. This hadn’t
settled well with Shea, but she was dissuaded by the damage this could do to the specimen. If
his position had not been clear enough to him before, it was now. As the pain was ratcheted up
by another injection, this time in his inner right thigh, Feargal—to the general annoyance of
Shea—again surrendered his bladder. This was followed by a liquefied bowel expulsion with a
rabid flatulence, which made the techies cover their already masked noses and mouths. Even
before his bowels had completely emptied, Matt’s stomach threw up a grey-brown fountain, and
consciousness collapsed.***Straw was the first of the sensations he responded to—the poke,
followed by a give and a snap, then a rustle. He was back in the cage but Matt dared not move
—the pain was already excruciating. Something left over from the session with the med techs
still clung to the veins in his arms and legs. In response, he attempted to remain as still as
possible, but in the stillness there was a deep, but not numbing, cold. He was wet all over—
they must have hosed him down before returning him to the cage. His mouth tasted of vomit,
but something else as well—a metallic, bitter base-note, which he could not place. Still he was
too afraid to move no matter how uncomfortable the wet cold grew.With the inventory of
physical grievances, his mind cleared away the fog that clung to the edges of his awareness.
Completing the catalogue of suffering he lay quietly for a few more minutes concentrating on
breathing in and out as lightly as possible. Too deep a breath and a reddish pain radiated out
from his chest in the general vicinity of his lungs. Each breath, slowly, became easier. After this,
Matt concentrated on his fingers, hands, arms; toes, feet, legs. Finally, he sat up—gingerly.
With that his stomach rebelled; he dragged himself to the bucket and expelled what little
remained in it. Doing so, his bowels opened in a painful squeeze, which seized up his lower
intestines. Little, beyond a liquid dribbled and a long, loud bout of flatulence, escaped whatever
had been locked there.With the calming of the fluttering sphincter, Matt heard a throat clear.
Wiping a strand of spittle from his mouth as a last, light, burst of gas escaped he turned—
belching long and low. A female Meta was standing about two metres from the cage with a lace
handkerchief covering her nose and mouth. If he could have done the same, he would have.
The stench of the gas was ferocious—even his eyes were watering at the smell. Metallic and
bitter, the taste in his mouth had become more pronounced again—had to have something to
do with the drugs. What were they? Feargal assumed a connection to Halton’s Cure—else they
just wanted him to suffer. The last was a real possibility.“May we speak?” Voice dusky, but not
quite masculine. Pushing up from the bucket, Matt was careful not to knock it over. The last
thing he needed was his waste washing across the cage floor and soaking into the straw. Alone
the smell from this was bad, but spread out it could only be worse. Having successfully raised
himself from this he pulled up the bars—doing so Matt felt a dribble of liquid shit run down his
leg and the inside of his buttocks burned painfully. Standing, Feargal staggered toward the tap
—the woman took a step back with each of his forward. Some were still afraid of him, but after
today he could not see how that remained possible. Once at the tap, he turned this on and
washed himself.Doing so, he attempted not to wince at the pain and smiled—perhaps grimaced
—at the woman. “How might I help you?” The droll etiquette was both amusing and
disturbing.“Are you all right?” Lowering the nosegay just enough to be clearly heard.“No—but
I’m not dead, yet.” Chipper tone.“Shea is quite mad.” The observation was offered as if this was



to have been surprising.“Mom just has a temper—little more extreme now, but she got up to
some serious shit when I was a kid.” This wasn’t strictly a lie, but her worst day didn’t come
close to what just happened. Lowering the handkerchief the woman seemed uncertain how to
answer this. In exposing her face, Matt saw that she wasn’t simply attractive, but stunning in a
subdued and elegant manner.“I can help you—if you were willing to help me.”“And what could I
do for you?” The cold water was still running down his legs but at least he was clean again.
With the water, or perhaps the movement, his senses were clearing.“Get me out of here.” Voice
dropping a dramatic octave, so the dusky quality became a gravelling rusk of agitation. Fear—
Matt supposed that was to have been the representation.“I’m,” smacking the bars with a hand,
“in a cage, madam.”“That can be taken care of easily enough.”“Yes, perhaps from out there.”“I
can get a vehicle; get you out of the building; passports; money...”“Where are we?”“Will you
help me get away?”“First, where are we?”“Once you’ve agreed to help me escape.”“No, you’re
here for Shea.” There erupted a burst of chittering laughter from beyond the doors. Entering on
her spidery polypodia, the woman slipped up to the other and a hand caressed her nervous
face.“Very good—I will have to do better.”“You’ll be needing to do a lot better, mother. The
trouble with us is that we know one another too well. Each of us has learned the other’s moves
and counter-moves—now someone has to spend a little time developing a new stratagem to
fake out the other.Matt gripped the bars and smiled, but winced at a tightening in his chest.
Slipping to the cell floor, with his grin turning to a grimace his vision became liquid as a heat
wave washed over him. Shea, seeming to recognise something was wrong, called for the
doctors. “We can’t have anything happening to you yet—there’s a great deal we need and
much more that I wish to do to you. The game,” stepping up to the bars, “is only beginning and I
will have my fun.”Days? Not weeks. No, the beard would have grown more. Sooner or later
they’d come to the understanding Feargal would have to be kept shorn in order to eliminate his
sense of time. With that realisation, Matt had taken to scratching a notch in the far corner of the
cage next to the wall on the other side from his bucket. How many days, though? Feargal
supposed it had to have been five, but the drugs had muddled his senses so he felt his nerve
endings were on fire half the time, and the other half he was swimming through a stagnant pool
of glue and offal. Time was a rickety affair.How many days might Shea have kept him
unconscious with her metamagical technologies? There was no way to be certain. So, rather
than become lost in an existential hall of mirrors Feargal supposed upon a correlation of
sufferings to arrive at a convenient five. His job, now, was to be tortured, to suffer, and to refuse
acquiescence. If this required him to manufacture a sense of time in order to hold on to the
order of events it was all good. And once the scratchings began, there was conviction in this,
he could hold more tightly to events. Days being the most common, but least profitable, of the
units he might have inscribed in the grey ceramic tiles. There were others, such as the
frequency of his void, which gave him pause because from the moment he took up residence
he’d become over-enamoured with his bowels. That was a no, then. But the torture had much
more to recommend it.It wasn’t until he lost consciousness from the pain that he lost track of
the number of times he’d been offered up onto Shea’s alter of maternal antipathies. In the end,
however, he settled for what was passing for days—for the moment, the growing beard was
helping. This would not last forever—Shea and Zakara were thick but even they would sort out
the tell if given enough time. As he finished with the scratching of the day, he crawled back
under his straw and attempted to get some sleep. This never came, but he did manage to doze
on and off for what seemed a few hours. The drugs had to be interfering with his sleep
patterns, or his ability to sleep. If the last were true, then his sanity, yet again, was at risk. How
long before a lack of sleep would trigger a psychotic break, and would this be permanent?Not



the time to worry. Worry came later—if he survived. Shivering there was the familiar shuffle of
feet from out the door. The cowl was returning. But it was only the cowl. When the others came,
for sport or study, excepting that woman, it was as a group. Was that from which their courage
flowed? Didn’t matter—now it was the cowl. Still, there was the fear—fear because Matt was no
longer certain of what Shea would do next. Fear because he’d been cut off from China. Then
there was Leonor. She was dead, but since he’d woken in the hospital there’d been no sense of
her—not even the impression of a sense. One was gone, and both may be. What he thought
when alone; when he woke in the evenings to the silences in his head—followed by the vapid
stillness in his heart. With the absence, his moral courage was faltering. Leonor’s quietus he
could understand, but that from China made no sense.As he’d come to know it since her
change. With this silence there was no one left in the world that felt for him; no one left in the
world that understood him and the nature of his suffering. Where was she?The door swung in;
the cowl backed into the room with a mop, a pail, and a cart of cleaning materials. Slapping the
sodden mop about the floor Matt watched without moving his face or head, and then only
through one squinted eye. He never removed the hood; was never without the robe no matter
how hot it got and it had to be nearing 30 C. One more tool in Shea’s arsenal was knowledge
of her son’s dislike of heat. Since he’d woken in the lab the temperature had been kept high—
excepting when technicians needed it lowered. But the cowl appeared never to take notice of
the heat—or the cold, for occasionally Shea would have the thermostat lowered to about 0 C.
Matt assumed this was just to change up the experience and further confuse Feargal’s
expectations. She’d been growing—but he’d not admit to that.Finished with the floors the cowl
moved on to the tables, counters, chrome, and cupboards. As was usual, the Meta left Matt’s
cage to last. Dragging over a new bag of straw, along with a large empty pail, he snicked the
cage door open with the touch of his thumb to the same place Matt remembered from the cage
back in the town. He never did learn its name and given Botrous’s penchant for missing the
obvious it mayn’t have had one. With the door swinging open Matt rose from beneath the straw
and moved to the far end of the cage to allow the Meta to collect the old and replace it.
Occasionally he’d considered knocking it down and bolting. Two things had stopped him—
perhaps three. The first, and most important, was not knowing what was beyond the lab door—
almost certainly guards would be waiting out there, and not far away. Secondly, there was no
way to be certain how strong or dangerous the cowl was. Finally, there was something
sickening about the Meta.Even now, Matt could see his chin jutting out from the shadow, within
which something rustled. Pointed, whorled with a counter-clockwise twist, and covered in a
paper thin parchment of skin there was a fear of what might yet be in there—further up in the
shadow. Finished with the straw, the cowl swapped out the pails and washed the slop down the
drain. “Thank you.”“No problem.” The Meta’s asexual voice, rough and forced, sounded as
though infused with pain. The returned courtesy appeared to be a gesture of form, but little
else. As they left the cell and locked the door Matt knew he had to escape—else end up like
this if Zakara managed to break Halton’s Lock and worse if he did not.***Once the cowl had
packed up the old straw and sealed the slop pail with a lid he shambled out. Was it all to make
him think he was weak and broken, or was this another strategy on the part of Shea—or
Zakara? He’d no way of knowing, his only choice, though, had been to get the cowl to speak.
So far, he was only ever able to get a few non-committal lines from the ruin. Still, each time it
was a few more and each time Feargal had never interfered with them. He’d even helped the
mutant with the mess on occasion—when strong enough. Those times were becoming fewer
as the toll of Shea’s interrogations became increasingly strange and, almost, pointless.Settling
back in the new straw, with his back propped against the bars, Matt considered what he’d



learned of the cowl. Nothing, not a thing—that would have to change. Considering how this
might be effected there were foots steps. At first they were either coming from another hall, or
were far down the one beyond the door. These weren’t Shea’s collective; these were soft, but
sharp footfalls. One of these appeared to be using a walking stick—Zakara almost certainly.
The other he’d no idea of, though made note of the gait. Feargal had been getting good at
picking out different members of the med team by footfall and gait. For a moment Matt was
going to rise, but what would the point of that be—reinforce his father’s sense of status. Better
to greet him on his backside.Sitting in profile to the doors Matt waited, as the steps grew closer.
A couple of times they halted, but after a couple of moments began again. Was Zakara talking
to someone—there were no other footfalls in the hall, or voices. More than likely the old man
was stopping to catch his breath. His condition had to be growing worse—which meant time
was on Feargal’s side. How much? And what would Zakara do if he grew desperate?
Something unforgivable he was certain. In turn, this would mean something painful for him and
exquisitely joyful for his mother. Balancing the two was difficult. Yet, this could also explain why
Shea had been going so hard. Either she was being pushed by an ailing Botrous, or—and this
more frightening—he was losing his grip on the woman. If that were the case, Matt was truly
fucked. The pair had started off again with the annoying click and clack of the walking stick on
linoleum and reinforced concrete beneath that.The door swung open. “Hello.” Zakara’s voice
sounded almost hale, but there was a quavering note beneath the strength, which spoke of a
growing decrepitude. This was reinforced by the fact that the elder’s hand was gripping William
Essio’s right shoulder.“Bill, good to see you.” Feargal called across the room.“And you.” The
voice jolly and more because of the situation Feargal found himself in.“Bill, we’ve been through
a lot and known one another a long time—why take that attitude? We were the best of friends
for a long, long time back in Dilmun.”“I am sorry to be ungrateful, but this is how it is now—we
may as well accept that and move forward.” There was a certainty in Essio’s voice, which
suggested he’d left behind the kid in Dilmun and the bitter misanthrope Matt found on the road
to New York. This, in itself, Matt found disturbing. The change was too dramatic.“Moving
forward? Always a good idea—not certain how that’s to work here?” William tutted beneath his
breath and found a stool for Zakara, who leaned, heavily, on the vivisection table until Bill
returned. Shaitan seemed to have used up Zakara’s body and whether or not he’d make the
finish line in their present marathon seemed iffy. Once seated Zakara mopped his face with a
handkerchief and turned back to his son.“This needn’t go on.”“You’ve broken the code?” He
shook his head, wearily.“But you could participate in the work and that would bring this to an
early and far less painful conclusion.”“You won’t break the code—at least with what Shea’s
been getting up to here.”“All of what is going on here may not be of use,” his father continued,
“but what the med techs are getting up to will be.”“Which is?” Botrous waved the question off.“If
you participate you will have a place of pride in the new order.”“If not I’ll be dead.”“Much worse
than dead—even if you aren’t converted.”“You’ll turn one of your Meta-devices loose on
me?”“Something like that.”“And I’ll be worse than the mutant that cleans my cage?”“Much
worse than you could imagine.”“No.”“That’s it,” William broke in, “no?”“This is not going the way
either of you would like and you are desperate to unlock the code so you can make a new child
—a pure blood. By the way, why not use me?”“We need either someone willing or who doesn’t
fully understand what is going on.” William answered. Essio had risen further than he might
have assumed—but, then, there mightn’t be anyone else left. Obviously, Shea had gone mad
and would be of little use.“I see—so a child it is. But you are running out of time.”“It does not
matter...”“Don’t bother,” Matt interrupted his father, “in trying to tell me it does not matter if you
are here to complete the work or not. You’re panic...”“Panic!” Zakara rose from his seat with



effort. “We have won!”“Bits and pieces and not the most important ones—you’ve won nothing.
You have created a lot of trouble and damaged or destroyed economies, but you have won
nothing.”“We have your genetic matter—we can grow another child.”“Yes, and in five or six
years they might be ready—however, with only a fraction of my DNA. Really, how many times
must we go over this? You will get shit from me.”The old man rose, with help, and turned
toward the door. “We’ll break the code and I’ll make certain it is painful.”***His brain felt as
though it were about to burst the confines of the skull. At least pop one of the sutures and ooze
through the plates as so much magma. The fire in his flesh was volcanic, so if the skull were to
split open it would seep semi-cooked brain matter. But the cranium did not burst, nor did it
crack, nor did it ooze a gelatinous substance from his ears. What the last burst of interrogation,
and what he thought had been vivisection, managed to do had him grappling—half kneeling
and half sitting—again with the bucket. The mutiny of his stomach was accompanied by a fear,
which rippled vision and made consciousness iffy.Pushing up from the bucket, hands bracing
either side, Matt wailed into the empty space of the lab; the reverberations echoed backed from
the walls and glass for a long moment before dying. Releasing the rim, Feargal leaned back on
his haunches and his bowels, unexpectedly, opened. “Fuck.” Attempting to seal of the sphincter
it was too late. The flow was liquid and hot—muscle and cavity would, again, burn throughout
the night. The repetition was annoying and the predictability of the whole mess was verging
upon tedium. Held up against his five years on the road with Salt and Sansa this was almost
more than he could take. Escaping hardly seemed possible—something more radical would
have to be considered.Leonor was gone; China had disappeared, or given up. The latter was
what was bothering him more often than not since Shea’s dance had begun. Where was the
woman? He told her to find him—where was she? Still, hadn’t he spent five years looking for
her, only to get close that once? The last, when he did find her, was only luck—good for China
and bad for him. She’d be out there looking for him—if she had the strength after Leonor. How
much strength would she have? But, then, he’d killed their only child—if only indirectly. Killed
her.The slop of a mop brought Matt out of the reverie and he turned about. Perhaps he was still
human enough to feel shame over the muddied flanks and legs, but this wasn’t as extreme as it
had been when he’d begun this odyssey. Stepping forward, Feargal turned the tap on and
again washed himself. Doing so, he was happy the impulse to clean himself remained—if not
the sharp humiliation. There was an anxiety as to how much longer this would be the case.
Once he had finished he examined where the techs had opened him. There was barely a
reddish mark and that seemed to fade as he examined it. To the touch the skin, muscle, and
organs beneath this were sensitive—the memory of which was even worse.Given a paralytic
and a mouth bit, Matt had otherwise been wholly aware during the procedures that followed.
Strapped to the table they’d cut him open to examine his gut, lungs, and heart—the pain had
been beyond imagining, but he could not move, scream, or even lose consciousness. When
finished the organs where replaced and he was sealed up. That had not been the end,
however. Flipped over, he had been split open down the spine and the techs poked about back
there. This had been accompanied by a pain that he’d not known possible. Feargal was unable
to see that wound, but assumed it similar to this one. For the most part, it had seemed not to
have happened—but the pain had been real and the affect it had upon his mind and self were
even more so.“They will fade completely.” Matt looked up at the rough voice. “Be grateful they
didn’t seal up anything inside you, or altered the organs.”“They do that?” Matt asked. “They can
do that?”“Yes.”“To you?”“A little, but I was already transforming so there was little point.
Humans,” no Ferengi thrown down on this, “are whom they mostly do this to.”“I’m a special
case.”“Yes.” Taking a step closer as they set the handle of the mop against the table Matt had



spent hours strapped to. “But we can stop that.” Feargal looked at him suspiciously and the
cowl appeared to sense the hesitation. “I do not expect you to believe me, but I want to help
you escape.”“Shea has been getting inventive, though that woman was hardly a challenge.”“But
I?”“More creative, but repetition is just what she would try—even if I would obviously see
through it.”“Are you interested in escaping?” Matt stared at him a long moment, as though he’d
gone insane. Eventually he spoke.“What would they give you if you get me to try?”“Zakara and
Shea, nor any of the others know anything about this. I’d be rendered if they suspected.
Rendering is where Metas are reduced in nature to something foul or even to the state of an
elemental.” This was new, but with Botrous and Shea it was also half expected, so there was
no sense of shock—though there was revulsion.“Were you rendered?”“In part, are you
interested?” Matt thought a moment. It could be the cowl was serious, but he wasn’t capable of
believing him yet.“Yes, but I don’t trust you.”“You don’t have much choice.”“But I do
some.”***Movement, any movement, hurt. Breathing was painful, but movement threw great
gouty pulses of agony through him. Feargal had been in the straw now since he’d woken—too
weak to stand he’d allowed his bladder and bowels to empty were he lay. Shame had become
a luxury he’d no place for. Food was even of less interest. The normal bowl of warm stew he
was given each evening now remained where it had been placed, earlier, by the cowl. Matt was
hungry, but the idea of food made him nauseous. If that were the case, he was fearful about the
fact. Besides, it was impossible to move.With surgical and drug pain, this day they had been
investigating his skeleton and ligatures, came a new fever. Whether or not this was caused by
the drugs, or if this was a by-product of the surgical procedures he’d no way of knowing. If the
procedures hadn’t been antiseptic then he was in trouble, but Matt doubted this was the case.
Septicaemia would only robbed Botrous of their trophy and the man had become house-proud.
Feargal had been shown off to a countless string of Meta dignitaries and politicos from visiting
States to demonstrate his plans were not lost and the Cinn could still be brought through. How
much they believed or allowed Zakara to believe of their sincerity was doubtful—but publicly
Shaitan was offered their support, confidence, and resources.
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